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71⁄2 hours a night and has a
body mass index of 25 kg/m2.
Which of the following
statements are true and which
false?
He is unlikely to have obstructive
sleep apnoea/hypopnoea
syndrome (OSAHS) as he is thin
A negative limited sleep study
will exclude a diagnosis of
OSAHS
Continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP) is the treatment
of choice for OSAHS
He should be advised never to
drive again
If he remains sleepy on CPAP,
amphetamine-like drugs are a
useful addition to treatment
A 22-year-old woman presents
with marked daytime sleepiness
impairing her work performance
and ability to drive. Two years
previously she had been
investigated for episodes of loss
of posture during which
consciousness was maintained,
with negative findings. These
attacks have continued. She is
liable to frequent night-time
wakenings. Which of the
following statements are true
and which false?
Idiopathic hypersomnia is the
most likely diagnosis
HLA typing would be critical in
differentiating narcolepsy from
idiopathic hypersomnia
Polysomnography is likely to
show characteristic diagnostic
features if the diagnosis is one of
narcolepsy
Assuming normal sleep on the
previous night, a Multiple Sleep
Latency Test (MSLT) with a mean
sleep latency of less than 8 min
and episodes of sleep onset REM
would support the diagnosis of
narcolepsy
Modafinil would be likely to
benefit this patient’s attacks of
loss of posture if they were due
to cataplexy
A 37-year-old woman presents
with marked daytime sleepiness
and an Epworth Score of
22/24. She sleeps for 11 hours
a night from 10 pm and has
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difficulty getting up in the
morning. She is no longer able
to work due to her sleepiness.
Which of the following
statements are true and which
false?
The story is diagnostic of
idiopathic hypersomnia
A normal polysomnogram and a
mean sleep latency on an MSLT
of less than 8 min are supportive
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of the diagnosis of idiopathic
hypersomnia
Planned daytime naps are usually
helpful in the management of
idiopathic hypersomnia
Stimulant drugs may be helpful if
the diagnosis is idiopathic
hypersomnia
Gradually reducing the duration
of nocturnal sleep is usually
beneficial
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